LET US IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE

PRODUCTS

EXCLUSIVE

TO HENRY’S
Cameron Tripods

Lightweight, sturdy, and reliable, Cameron’s line of tripods are suitable for beginners to pros.

Cameron M100 Monopod with Carrying Case
- Ultra light Monopod
- Comfortable Foam Grip
- Light Aluminum Construction

Now $24.99  SAVE $5
Webcode: 303CAM005

Cameron T100BH Tripod with Ball Head
- Ultra light Tripod with Ball Head
- Light Aluminum Construction
- All Metal Head

Now $59.99  SAVE $10
Webcode: 303CAM004

Cameron T200BH Tripod with Ball Head
- Premium Tripod with Ball Head
- 3-Angle Position Locking Legs
- All Metal Head

Now $89.99  SAVE $10
Webcode: 303CAM003

Step Up to the Cameron T210PH for a premium 3-way Pan Head.
Only $99.99  Save $20
Webcode: 303CAM002

Cameron Mag Slider Macro Rail
- Ideal for Tilting or Macro photography

Now $79.99  SAVE $20
Webcode: 306RES099

Cameron T300BH Tripod with Monopod & Case
- Compact Invertible Travel Tripod
- All Metal Ultra-smooth Ball Head
- Built-in Monopod with Foam Grip

Now $179.99
Webcode: 303CAM001

Tripod Carrying Case
The Cameron T300BH and Cameron CF Series of tripods all include a tough Cordura carry case that not only protects your tripod, but makes it easier to shoulder, too.

Built-in Monopod
Photographers in high-traffic areas understand that tripods are often not optimal and this is why Cameron’s T300BH as well as their Carbon Fibre line of tripods are all convertible to space-saving monopod camera supports. With a quick twist, the tripod becomes a monopod.

Built-in Level
It’s always easy to level out the camera when using the Cameron tripod; there are bubble levels built right into every head. Shooting on uneven ground has never been easier.
Candid Cameron

Make your life easier with the Carbon Fibre tripod series from Cameron. This short video underscores the strengths of this new tripod series.
Carbon Cameron

Your favourite line of tripods just lost some weight.

Cameron CF500 Tripod
with BH10 Ball Head
• The Ultimate Compact Travel Companion
• Reversible Centre Column
• Built-in Quick-twist Monopod
Now $249.99
Webcode: 303CAM010

Cameron CF600 Tripod
with BH20 Ball Head
• Dual built-in Bubble Level
• 360º Ball Head with Panoramic Markings
• Carry Case Included
Now $299.99
Webcode: 303CAM011

Cameron CF700 Tripod
with BH30 Ball Head
• Spring-loaded Stabilization Hook
• Built-in Quick-twist Monopod
• Carry Case Included
Now $349.99
Webcode: 303CAM012

All Cameron CF Tripods include a Premium Tripod Case and 5 Year Warranty

Cameron CF Tripods - Your Ultimate Travel Companion

Travel Lite
Cameron’s CF line of tripods are the ultimate travel companion. Each CF tripod is constructed with super-sturdy lightweight carbon fibre, with features like spiked feet, reversible centre column, built-in monopod, and dual level panoramic ballhead.

Easy Access Spiked Feet with Rubber Covers
Travellers will love the CF line’s easy access spiked feet with rubberized covers. These will make sure that your tripod stays put even on the most awkward incline so even your hillside vistas are razor sharp.

Ball Head with Panoramic Markings & Dual Levels
Panoramic markings make sure your time-lapse videos and super wide panoramic shots come together flawlessly while dual bubble levels on the ballhead make sure your horizons are always perfect.

Lightweight Carbon Fibre Construction
Carbon Fibre is ultra lightweight and sturdy, so you can travel with your tripod without the burden of weight, or the extra cost of storing it in the overhead bins on long flights.
For cinematographers who want more for less, Cameron has crafted the perfect lineup of video gear!

Cameron VS100
Mini Stabilizer
- Height-Adjustable Gimbal
- Quick-Release Camera Plate
- Carrying Case Included
Now $129.99
Webcode: 595RES224

Cameron VS700
Pro Stabilizer with Monopod
- Height-Adjustable Gimbal
- Quick-Release Camera Plate
- Fine-Tuning Balance Knobs
Now $249.99
Webcode: 595RES225

Cameron VS800 Pro Rig Kit
With Follow Focus & Matte Box
- Smooth, precise follow focus
- Flexible light shaping matte box
- Lightweight Carbon Fibre Rails
Now $399.99
Webcode: 595RES228

Cameron 80cm CF Slider
- Lightweight Carbon Fibre Rails
- Small profile allows for mounting on a tripod.
- Includes Carrying Case
Now $249.99
Webcode: 595RES229

Cameron 120cm CF Slider
- Lightweight Carbon Fibre Rails
- 120cm of travel for more movement
- Includes Carrying Case
Now $349.99
Webcode: 595RES230

Smooth Operator
Camera stabilizers remove the jitter from hand-held shots, while allowing for tremendous freedom of movement.

Cameron stabilizers allow a videographer to move alongside a bouncing subject while capturing smooth, steady motion. For instance, if you’re shooting a scene of someone running and want to add excitement to your shot you can run alongside of them and keep the shot steady with a stabilizer.

Put your slider to work!
Slider systems offer smooth pans and perfect push-pull zooms, but they really shine when the camera is slid during a headshot or interview.

Watch this video on the benefits of the Cameron CF Slider and how you can put it to work for you!
Fashion and function, brought together to create this exciting lineup of bags from Cameron.

Cameron Bags

Cameron DSLR System Bag
- Removable Padded Dividers
- Weather Resistant Main Compartment
- Interior Memory Card Compartments

Now $49.99
Webcode: 147CAM006

Cameron DSLR Messenger Bag
- Padded, Adjustable Divider System
- Tablet Compartment
- Heavy Velcro and Quick-lock Latch

Now $69.99
Webcode: 147CAM007

Cameron Sling Backpack
- Padded, Adjustable Divider System
- Ergonomic Sling Strap
- Easy-glide Zippers

Now $79.99
Webcode: 147CAM009

All The Right Places
With securely padded, removable velcro inserts, Cameron bags are customizable to your taste so you can be sure your gear is exactly where you want it when you reach for it.

Type-A Personalities
For the rigorously organized, Cameron likes to place discreet pockets on the inside and outside of all their bags to make sure you have easy access to all of your favourite stuff.

Don’t Forget Your Raincoat
Cameron bags come with an easy-to-carry pouch stuffed with a ripstop water-repelling cover to protect your gear and your bag from those pesky fall storms.
Bag Features

The Cameron Sling has pockets and partitions for all of your shooting needs. Our short packing video gives an inside look at just how big this super small camera bag really is.
Cameron Filters

You’ve found your perfect bag, now fill it with the little things that will take your photos to the next level.

Cameron Filters

Multi-coated (MC) filters: Cameron filters are coated on both sides to reduce lens flare, producing better results overall. They also help to make your lens more resistant to scratching and reduce the reflective tendencies of digital sensors.

Cameron Variable ND Filters 52mm-82mm
Starting at only $89.99!
Cameron Circular Polarizer Filters 52mm-82mm
Starting at only $64.99!
Cameron Protector Filters 40.5mm-82mm
Starting at only $19.99!

Cameron Accessories:
From filters and shutter releases to sandbags and lens cloths, Cameron’s quality accessories cover every base. Their exacting standards ensure the longevity and quality we believe in, giving you a brand of accessories you can trust.

CAMERON DELUXE MICROFIBRE CLEANING CLOTH: $9.99 SAVE $3
Webcode: 140GET040

CAMERON HOT SHOE MOUNT MINI BALLHEAD: $14.99 SAVE $5
Webcode: 595BOO005

CAMERON COLD SHOE EXTENSION RAIL (8”): $17.99 SAVE $7
Webcode: 465RES062

CAMERON 7” ARTICULATED CINE ARM: $39.99 SAVE $10
Webcode: 465RES058

CAMERON 11” ARTICULATED CINE ARM: $49.99 SAVE $10
Webcode: 465RES059

CAMERON COLD SHOE TO 1/4” MALE ADAPTER: $12.99 SAVE $2
Webcode: 465RES060

Circular Polarizers: Polarizers reduce the amount of reflected light that enters your lens. Even the moisture in the air reflects light, so using a polarizer can make skies, bodies of water, and even colourful fall leaves have deeper, richer colours which can dramatically improve your images.

Circular Polarizers without polarizer filter
Circular Polarizers with polarizing filter

Neutral Density (ND) Filters: ND Filters act like putting sunglasses on your camera lens reducing light on bright days when it’s impossible to open your aperture as much as you want to without overexposing your image. Cameron Variable ND Filters allow you to reduce your aperture by up to 8 stops. What this means is that you can shoot more creatively at the aperture you desire.

Neutral Density (ND) Filters without ND fader filter
Neutral Density (ND) Filters with ND fader filter

ND filters are commonly used to shoot waterfalls. To create dramatic shots like the one below you need to expose for long periods of time so that motion is blurred. On bright days this is impossible without an ND filter. Adding an ND filter allows you to open your aperture wide, so even on bright days, so you can use longer shutter speeds to capture movement.

Neutral Density (ND) Filters without ND fader filter
Neutral Density (ND) Filters with ND fader filter
Cameron Lighting

Build your first home studio without breaking the bank with Cameron’s awesome line of studio lighting gear.

**Cameron 2 Light Portrait Kit**

This home studio lighting kit is essential for stunning portrait photography. The pure white diffusion umbrellas soften light while providing direction and control.

Now $199.99 **SAVE** $40
Webcode: 369WES042

**Cameron LS AC Light Stands**

Cameron light stands are a perfect addition to your home studio. All LS AC series light stands feature air cushioning to prevent your lights from slamming down and sturdy brass spigots that ensure your instruments are securely fastened.

*Available in 8’, and 10’ heights.*

Starting at 49.99 **Save** $10
Webcode: 354BOO009-010

**Cameron Tabletop Photo Box Kit**

Cameron’s Tabletop Photo box Kit is the perfect set of tools for achieving great product shots. This lightweight, collapsible photo box with built-in case and 3 backgrounds provides everything needed to take quality, elegant photos.

Now $199.99 **SAVE** $20
Webcode: 369WES040

**Cameron Advanced Photobox Kit**

The Advanced Photo Box Kit from Cameron includes everything you need for great product shots. Plus, with full sized stands you can use it for portraits!

Now $299.99 **SAVE** $80
Webcode: 369WES041

**The Craft Table**

If you’re selling your products on sites like Etsy, having amazing quality product shots will set you apart from competitors. Cameron’s Tabletop kits makes it easy to show your products in their best light.

Webcode: 369WES043
Air Brakes

See why Cameron’s Air cushioning system (featured Cameron AC Series light stands) is so important for the safety of both you and your lighting equipment.
Cameron Accessories

Round out your home studio with one of the best new brands in the industry.

Cameron Backdrop Support System
Aluminum construction makes this system lightweight for location shoots. Background support systems are ideal for in-studio or location shoots where sheer strength must be combined with portability and easy set-up.

Now $119.99  SAVE $30
Webcode: 366CAM004

Cameron LS-65B Boom Stand
Boom stands are great for positioning lights and reflectors in tricky places. With the Cameron LS-65B you can craft complicated lighting set-ups with ease.

Now $119.99  SAVE $30
Webcode: 354BOO011

25% off all Cameron 10'x12' Muslin backdrops! Over 30 styles to choose from. Only $67.50! Save $22.50!

Webcodes: 363AMV350 - 363AMV384

Cameron 10'x20' backdrops - Available Chroma Green, White and Black! Only $82.50! Save $27.50!

Webcodes: 363AMV385 - 363AMV387

Save on Cameron Lighting Spigots, Clamps & Adapters
Starting at just $4.99!

CAMERON BACKDROP CLAMP SET (3 PACK): $9.99  SAVE $3
(Webcode: 357AMV023)

CAMERON SUPER CLAMP WITH 5/8" SOCKET: $24.99  SAVE $5
(Webcode: 357RES018)

CAMERON HEAVY DUTY FLEX ARM (18MM): $24.99  SAVE $5
(Webcode: 357RES019)

CAMERON UMBRELLA ADAPTER WITH TWIN 5/8” SOCKET: $29.99  SAVE $10
(Webcode: 357RES010)

Cameron 3-In-1 Grey/White Balance
Don’t rely on auto white balance. Be sure your colours are perfectly calibrated with Cameron Grey/White balance cards.

Now $16.99  SAVE $3
Webcode: 568BOO004

CAMERON ACCESSORIES
Round out your home studio with one of the best new brands in the industry.
Your favourite bag and tripod manufacturer has now created your new favourite flash.

**Cameron Flash**

**Cameron W600 Flash**
For Canon & Nikon
- 2.4G Master/Slave with GN58
- S1/S2 Function
- Custom Function-capable

**Now $999**  **SAVED $50**
Webcode (Canon): 131CAM002
Webcode (Nikon): 131CAM003

**Master Strobist**
Using off-camera flash (OCF) units like the W600 to create portable, dynamic, and affordable studio and location lighting setups is known as strobist photography. For the cost difference in TTL vs. Manual flash you can buy multiple manual flash units for the price of a single TTL Flash. This will allow you to create exciting multi-light set-ups resulting in more professional images.

Using multiple manual flash units like the W600 in a master/slave set-up, photographers have total control over their flash output. This means that you can change the exposure of each flash used in a master/slave setup to expose the scene exactly as you want it. Pro photographers love manual flash units as they allow them the control over highlights and shadows they need to create dynamic images.

**Cameron W700HS TTL Flash**
For Canon & Nikon
- TTL & Master/Slave with GN60
- HSS 1/8000s
- Second-curtain Sync

**Now $249**  **SAVED $100**
Webcode: (Canon) 131CAM004, (Nikon) 131CAM005

**Cameron HSS240 TTL**
Flash trigger set for Canon & Nikon
- HSS 1/8000s
- A/B/C Group
- TTL, M

**Now $149**  **SAVED $50**
Webcode: (Canon) 131CAM006, (Nikon): 131CAM007
Bowens Lighting

Studio quality lighting solutions that you depend on...and can afford.

Bowens Lighting:

Bowen’s line of quality, affordable lighting kits are loved by photographers everywhere for their portability, ease of use, and gorgeous quality of light. Drop into one of our Henry’s Locations to speak with a sales associate and find the best solution to get your home studio set up today!

Bowens Gemini 400/400RX
Umbrella/Softbox Kit

The Gemini 400RX flash lighting kit is an ultra-versatile studio and location kit, suitable for beginners looking for entry level lighting and professional photographers looking for studio and location lighting at an exceptional value.

Now $11499
Webcode: 369BWN077

Bowens Gemini 500/500R TX
Umbrella/Softbox Kit

The best-selling Gemini 500R Three Head professional flash lighting kit contains everything you need to get creative in the studio and, with the addition of an optional Travelpak battery, Bowens studio quality lighting can go anywhere.

Now $12999
Webcode: 369BWN079

Bowens Beauty Dish 20.5”
White BW-1900

This large (53.5cm) white beauty dish provides a wonderful soft, diffused, directional light. An all-purpose, all-rounder - the Beauty Dish is a must-have for fashion and beauty photography as well as being ideal for architectural work.

Now $1649
Webcode: 372BWN356

Also available in silver - $179.99! Save $20
Webcode: 372BWN399

Step-by-Step Photography Lighting Techniques

Click the “Watch Now” icon to see Team Bowens photographer and lighting educator Jake Hicks go through a step-by-step creative portrait shoot using a beauty dish.

Save a minimum of 10% on all in stock Bowens Modifiers and Soft Boxes!
Aputure
One of the industry's favourite video solutions!

Aputure Amaran AL-H160 LED Light
Shine with an exceptionally even and stable brightness output.
Now $59.99  SAVE $20
Webcode: 459BOO0019

Aputure Amaran AL-H198 LED Video Light
• Slim and Frameless Design
• Metal Ball Head Swivel Mount
Now $89.99  SAVE $30
Webcode: 459BOO0020

Aputure LED Ring Flash Amaran Halo H100
• 100 Beams in 1 Compact Ring
• Eight Lens Adapter Rings
Now $69.99  SAVE $30
Webcode: (Canon)459BOO016, (Nikon)459BOO017

Aputure V-Mic D2 Condenser Shotgun Mic
• Professional Audio Peak Indicator
• Windscreen/Wind Shield Included
Now $129.99  SAVE $30
Webcode: 464BOO002

Aputure V-Mic D2 Condenser Shotgun Mic
• Professional Audio Peak Indicator
• Windscreen/Wind Shield Included
Now $129.99  SAVE $30
Webcode: 464BOO002

CRI95+ Accurate, Pure Light
The color-rendering index (CRI) is a quantitative measure of the ability of a light source to reproduce the colors of various objects faithfully in comparison with an ideal or natural light source. The stunning revolution in all Aputure H series with CRI95+ ensures that its light is natural and lifelike. It is perfect for color-critical applications such as fashion, documentary and short films.

VS-2 Feature Video
Teddy from Aputure's A-Team provides an overview of a few of the production features of the Aputure VS-2 Video Monitor, and why you'll want to take one on your next shoot.

Aputure VS-2 7” Digital Video Monitor
Specially designed to merge portability, functionality and aesthetic.
Now $249.99  SAVE $50
Webcode: 469BOO003
Ready to Impress

Low energy and high quality, LED Lights are a perfect solution for lighting a video shoot.

Aputure Amaran AL-H528W LED Light
Makes it easy to capture the finer details in color-critical shooting applications.

Now $19999

High Color-Rendering LEDs
With Amaran’s advanced LED bulbs featuring a color-rendering index of 88, the AL-528 casts a radiant and natural light.

Color Temperature and Diffusion
The AL-528w comes with two filters: a tungsten filter to change the color temperature from 5500K to 3200K, and a white diffusing filter to smooth lighting contrast.

Frictionless Brightness Control
Freely rotate the brightness wheel to adjust the AL-528w’s intensity. An adjacent LCD screen displays the power of your lighting instrument for precision and accuracy while shooting.

Aputure Light Storm LS 1/2W LED V-Mount

• Beam Angle: 120 degrees
• Tough and Professional Aero-aluminum
• Exceptionally Efficient

Now $59999

Aputure Amaran HR672W LED Video Light
The most advanced Amaran light built to date. The HR672 is as compact as a tablet, and emits 4636.8 lumens of light, about equal to traditional 400W incandescent light.

Now $29999

*A available as a 3 light kit
Only $799.99 Save $200!

Aputure Light Storm LS 1S LED V-Mount
Uses Aero-aluminum to achieve the best balance performance of heat, density, strength and workability.

Now $74999

Into the Light
Watch Soren from Aputure’s A-Team detail the features of the Amaran HR672W and how LED panel lights are changing the game for filmmakers.
Bounce light with these great tools to fill dark shadows and create a more soft and even light for your subjects.

Savage Reflectors:

Savage reflectors are essential and inexpensive tools for manipulating light in studio and on location. They provide a wide range of choices to suit virtually every situation. Reflectors offer superior control over ambient and studio lighting with versatile surfaces to help achieve any desired look. Available in multiple sizes in both round and rectangular shapes.

**SAVAGE 22” ROUND 5-IN-1 REFLECTOR:** $24.99 **SAVE $5**
(Webcode: 360BDC005)

**SAVAGE 32” ROUND 5-IN-1 REFLECTOR:** $29.99 **SAVE $10**
(Webcode: 360BDC006)

**SAVAGE 43” ROUND 5-IN-1 REFLECTOR:** $39.99 **SAVE $10**
(Webcode: 360BDC007)

**Savage 43” 9-in-1 Reflector Kit**
Comes with Stand & Reflector arm
Offers superior control over ambient and studio lighting.

**Now $119.99 **SAVE $40**
(Webcode: 360BDC010)

**Savage Black/White Collapsible Kit**
Combine two backgrounds into one for a compact and easy-to-use backdrop

**Now $189.99 **SAVE $30**
(Webcode: 363SAV006)

Save 10% on all in stock Savage seamless paper,
Starting at just $35.99!

(Webcodes: 363BDC062-076)
Better photography starts here.

IN-CLASS
Cut through the jargon and get the most out of your photo gear in a friendly interactive environment.

ONLINE
Thousands of classes available online, all the time, on your computer or mobile device.

LIVE
Exclusive opportunity to learn from or shoot alongside some of the world’s most celebrated photographers.

Online Learning
If you prefer to learn on your own schedule, Henry’s Learning Lab Online gives you access to exclusive classes that you can watch on your computer or mobile device. Produced in partnership with KelbyOne, the leader in online photo education, these classes are led by some of the most respected photographers in the world and always up-to-date.

Popular Online Courses

Camera & Technique for Canon & Nikon
Dozens of classes on enhancing & perfecting your photos for Canon and Nikon Shooters.

Creative Lighting
Over 88 hours of learning to creatively control light both in and out of the studio.

Productivity & Creativity
Over 40 hours of learning to shoot, edit, and perfect images.

All Access Pass
Gives you access to our entire online curriculum with thousands of courses and videos in one convenient package.

LearningLab.ca
Important memories deserve more.

The Beauty of Print

The convenience of sharing photos online and keeping them stored on your phone is fantastic, but there’s something about looking through old photo albums, passing around photos, and hanging your favourite memories on your wall that can never be replaced.

Stop scrolling through social media for your favourite pictures and start celebrating them with gorgeous prints, greeting cards, canvas and more using Henry’s Photo Printing services.

Instant Prints at Henry’s

Henry’s offers many options for instant prints. Using our Kodak Alaris Kiosk, available at all Henry’s locations you can instantly print photo books or prints up to 8”X12”.

Great prints are just a few clicks away.

Kodak alaris

Download the app!

For Apple and Android devices

Passport Photos at Henry’s

- Visas, Immigration, LinkedIn profile pics*.
- Photos while you wait!
- Photos are guaranteed to meet Passport and ID standards or your money back!

Passport Photos
Only $19.99!

Family Special
Get 3 or more and each photo is only $17.99

PRINT ON THE KIOSK & SAVE 20% ON FRAMES

Use the Kodak Kiosk & save on those last minute gifts!
Print directly from your smartphone

Kodak alaris

Valid from Monday, November 23 – Sunday, December 6, 2015 on the Kodak Instant Print Kiosk. Valid in-store only at all Henry’s retail locations. Valid on in stock frames only. Not valid online.

*Only available at Oakville, Toronto (Church Street) (Nov 17), Mississauga (Nov 20) and Oshawa (Dec 1st) locations at this time.
More Reasons to Shop at Henry’s

The products you want. The services you need.

- **HENRY’S Learning Lab**
  - Learn on your terms: Online, In-class, and at Live Events.
  - [LearningLab.ca](https://LearningLab.ca)

- **RESERVE ONLINE**
  - Pick up in-store
  - Shop anytime, we’ll have it waiting for you.
  - [Henrys.com/ReserveOnline](https://Henrys.com/ReserveOnline)

- **USED GEAR**
  - Trade the gear you have for the gear you want
  - [Henrys.com/Used](https://Henrys.com/Used)

- **TRADE IT**
  - Upgrade it
  - Trade the gear you have for the gear you want!
  - [Henrys.com/TradeIn](https://Henrys.com/TradeIn)

- **HENRY’S EXTENDED LIFE PLAN**
  - Extend the life of your new or used gear.
  - Leave the worrying to us.
  - [Henrys.com/Help](https://Henrys.com/Help)

- **PRICE PROTECTION**
  - Our promise is to always deliver the greatest value.
  - [Henrys.com/PriceProtection](https://Henrys.com/PriceProtection)

Shop online at www.henrys.com or by phone toll-free 1-800-461-7960.


30 locations! Click here to find a Henry’s close to you.